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Welcome to my Free Guide!

In a market driven by emotions like fear and greed, I present to investors a simple numbers-based approach to consistently picking good stocks. I’m an electrical engineer at a Fortune 500 company with a fiery passion for numbers and value investing.

I’ve developed the *Investing for Beginners 101* guide to give those who know nothing about the stock market, to give them all the tools they need to make smart investing decisions.

Easy to follow and full of value, I’ve created the course for people of all ages to be able to understand, leaving out all the Wall Street jargon. Young investors have such an advantage if they just start now, and I hope to motivate as many people as I can to follow this path to wealth.

My investing strategy centers on value investing and is heavily influenced by Benjamin Graham, Warren Buffett, and investing podcasts and books.

Instead of attempting to reinvent the wheel, my 7 Steps to Understanding the Stock Market guide integrates proven and successful investing strategies.

I don’t have a billion dollar portfolio, I’m not a wildly successful hedge fund manager, and I even don’t have decades of experience. But I do take my research very seriously and have innovated on everything I’ve learned. Enjoy.
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Investing for Beginners 101: 7 Steps to Understanding the Stock Market

Welcome to this easy 7 step guide to understanding the stock market, Investing for Beginners 101. I’ve created the easy to follow Investing for Beginners guide to simplify the learning process for entering the stock market. By leaving out all the confusing Wall Street jargon and explaining things in simple terms, Investing for Beginners 101 is the perfect solution for those willing to learn.

Before we get started, here is a breakdown of the 7 categories for the first official Investing for Beginners guide.

1. Why to Invest?
2. How the Stock Market Works
3. BEST Stock Strategy; Buying Your First Stock
4. How to Calculate the Most Used Valuation
5. The Single Two Ratios Correlated to Success
6. Cashing In With a Dividend Is a Necessity
7. The Best Way to Avoid Risk, and Putting it all Together!

Why is investing so important?

Let’s imagine a life without investing first. You work 9-5 for a boss all your life, maybe get a couple of raises, a promotion, have a nice house, car, and kids. You go on vacation once a year, eat out regularly, and attempt to enjoy the finer things in life as best you can.

Now since you haven’t invested, you get old, become unattractive for hiring, and live with a measly social security allowance for the rest of your life. You might’ve made good money when you were young, but now you have nothing to show for your lifetime of work.

Now let’s say you did save some money for retirement, but again this money wasn’t invested and won’t be invested. Let’s even stay optimistic and assume you saved $1400 a month for 26 years. This would leave you with $403,200 to live on, which on a $60,000 a year lifestyle would only last you 6.72 years. You’re retiring at 65 only to go broke at 71 and you’ve been a good saver all your life.

Well then what’s the point of saving, you may
ask? Now let me show you the same numbers but add investing into the equation.

Again, let’s say you saved $1400 a month for 26 years. BUT, this money was invested continuously as part of a long-term investment plan, solid in the fundamentals you learned from Investing for Beginners 101. Now, including dividends in long-term stock market investments, I can confidently and conservatively say that you can average a 10% annual return on these investments.

The same $1400 a month compounded annually at 10% turns your net worth into $2,017,670.19 in 26 years! But the story gets even better. With this large sum of money at your retirement, again conservatively assuming a 3% yield on your dividends, you can collect $60,530 a year to live on WITHOUT reducing your saved amount.

See the graph to the right to get a visual picture of the staggering difference.

**Answer: Compounding Interest**

By letting the power of compounding interest assist you in saving, you leverage the resources available in the market and slowly build wealth over time. It’s not some mystified secret or get-rich-quick shortcut; this is a **time tested** method to become wealthy and be financially independent, and it’s how billionaires like Warren Buffett have done it all their life.
For those who don’t want to think about tomorrow, I can’t help you. But tomorrow will come, it always does. Would you rather spend the rest of your life with no plan, dependent on others and unsure of your future? Or would you rather be making progress towards a goal, living with purpose and anticipating the fruits of your labor you know you will be reaping for years after you sow?

The choice is yours, and only **YOU** will feel the consequences of that choice.

**The Rule of 72 Exercise**

The Rule of 72 is a simple way to quickly calculate how long it will take for an investment to double, based on compounding interest.

As I referred to in the previous section, compounding interest works its wonders by earning interest on capital, than earning interest on the interest of that capital, thus multiplying the amount of money able to be saved each and every year thereafter.

We want the ability to calculate how much interest we could earn on an average investment in order to plan sufficiently and create goals for that investment plan.

The equation for calculating how long it takes an investment to double is as follows:

\[ \frac{72}{(\text{interest } \%)} = \# \text{ of years to double} \]

So, for our previous example of 10% compounded annually, it takes our money 7.2 years to double.

\[ \frac{72}{10} = 7.2 \text{ years} \]

In a period of 26 years, our money doubles 3.6 times. When adding in the monthly additions, this is how $1,400 a month becomes $2,017,670.19.

The best way to learn is by doing. Work on this exercise and then read the answer in the next exercise section. How long until your money doubles at 12% annually?
Step 2/7: How the Stock Market Works

The saying goes that knowing is half the battle, and the same is true with investing in the stock market. By yearning to educate yourself about how to invest and build wealth, you are already halfway to your goal.

My job as your teacher is to build a foundation of educational wisdom that can be broadly used to earn money and understand any stock market strategy presented to you. I hope this guide is as entertaining and easy to follow as can be.

In order to understand investing, you must understand how the general principles behind the stock market work. Before I started researching and reading about investing, the only things I knew about the stock market were what I saw on TV or heard on the news, and it was never positive.

Stock Market is Overdramatized

I remember hearing about the disaster of the Facebook IPO (initial public opening, when the stock is first able to be bought by the public), the failures of Freddie and Fannie Mae and how stocks tumbled afterwards, and the great dot com bubble that burst in 2000.

With each stock market crash or failure, there are lots of emotional stories about everyday people losing everything they had or big, greedy corporate leaders succumbing to the fall of their empire.

Because of my limited knowledge of the stock market, I pictured it as full of Gordon Gekko businessmen types (from Wall Street: Money Never Sleeps) with money spilling out of their ears and lives full of fast action and New York speed trading. Hollywood depicts Wall Street as this extreme roller coaster ride where fortunes are won and lost every instant, when in reality this isn’t the case. Yes, the stock market has ups and downs, there is risk involved, and some people do get burned.
badly, but the majority of successful investors take very boring and safe strategies straight to success, because they understand the basic principles and are educated on how to stay out of risky investments.

**Reality: The Market Fluctuates**

I feel like I must give the reader some perspective to the reality of the stock market, so you can understand that the big flashy news headlines and TV specials are extremely overdramatized. The S&P 500 is a list of the top 500 stocks in the U.S., and is widely accepted as the benchmark for all stock investments; analysts consistently compare performance to that of the S&P 500. The S&P 500 is an index that you can think of that is similar to the DOW, which only has 30 companies. Now, the worst one day loss for the S&P 500 in 2008 was only **-9.03%**. In total for the year, the S&P 500 lost **-38.49%**, which was the worst year the index has ever had.

If you think about these numbers for a little bit, anyone can clearly derive that investors lost less than half their worth during that year. But as you can see from the graph below, the S&P quickly **recovered** lost ground after the ’08 fall.

In fact, periods of time where the price falls are common. An important aspect of investing is knowing that stock prices do fluctuate up and down but when held over long periods of time, the chances of capital gains exponentially increases.
Reality: Media Covers the Extreme

As you can see, the majority of investors aren’t in fact losing their shirts and the media is choosing to cover extreme cases of people losing money in the stock market, simply because they make for good stories and good TV. Those who did lose all their money weren’t diversified in their investments, bought stock in companies that were over leveraged, borrowed money to purchase stocks, or a combination of all three.

For those investors who didn’t sell their stocks in 2008, which would’ve been the worst time to bail out of your stocks, the market recovered and the “devastating losses” didn’t affect their portfolio. Therein lies the importance of long-term investing and riding out the storms. Since its inception in 1957, the S&P 500 has returned on average 10.83% annually, when dividends are automatically reinvested.

For those who need a reminder on how powerful a compounding 10% return can be, recall my $2 million example. In 40 years, this amount becomes $8,179,114!

Smart Investors Don’t Listen to Noise

So Investing for Beginners fans, please don’t forget that a stock is meant to be a long-term investment. It will pay you dividends that over time will compound and multiply, and if invested in a good company the share price will appreciate substantially as well. As financial guru Dave Ramsey simply puts it, “The only people who get hurt riding a roller coaster are the ones that jump off.” Once you gain the confidence to have convictions in your investments - knowing that they will recover when hit badly - you will easily be able to avoid selling your stocks at the worst possible time, when the market has a temporary crash and it seems like everyone else around you is doing it.
Before I introduce the more in-depth topics of this guide, I feel I must explain how I derived these categories and why they are relevant to you. While the Value Trap Indicator I teach is my own original invention, the fundamental ideas and ratios are all well known and widely used by millions of investors around the world and countless investing gurus and authors. In fact, if you get around to reading enough investing and stock market books you’ll realize they are almost all the same, and many of the various ways institutional investors evaluate a stock run parallel to other strategies.

Understanding this fact helps bring greater understanding to the process and you can feel confident in these metrics because a quick Google search will confirm their validity. I am not reinventing the wheel; instead I am utilizing my obsessive passion for investing research and presenting the most important concepts in an easy to follow guide not yet found on the web. For those who complete the guide and advance as investors, my Value Trap Indicator can be accurately implemented for a very profitable stock picking strategy.

Step 3 will uncover the **BEST** stock strategy you will ever learn, and will show you that buying stock is easy. The first step to swimming is first getting your feet wet.

Once you climb that obstacle of learning how to transfer money into your investment account and easily buy a stock, you will find the confidence to continue educating yourself about investing to then make the right decisions with some real money.
The BEST Stock Strategy and Buying Your First Stock

For Part 3 of this guide, I will show you the absolute best strategy you should always use when investing and will help you overcome the biggest hurdle beginning investors face: buying your first stock. Buying just 1 share of your favorite company when buying your first stock is like taking your first step into the market.

I can’t stress enough how important buying your first stock is, as you can read and read until your eyes turn blue but you won’t start to see progress towards your results until you take action. Trust me - a guy who has been there already - buying your first stock gives you a sense of empowerment and excitement at being part of the stock market.

Before going over buying your first stock, I am going to reveal the absolute best stock strategy you can use and one that most wealthy investors use. It is called:

Dollar Cost Averaging

What do investing greats have to say about dollar cost averaging? The godfather of value investing and Warren Buffett’s mentor Benjamin Graham wrote in his book *The Intelligent Investor* that dollar cost averaging, “Enables you to put a fixed amount of money into an investment at regular intervals ... You buy more - whether the markets have gone (or are about to go up), down, or sideways.” Warren Buffett called this book, “By far the best book on investing ever written,” and it is the resource many investors refer to for guidance.

Dollar cost averaging is simply investing the same amount of money every month, year, or week, into the stock market with the effect of forcing the investor to buy more when stock prices are lower and buy less when stock prices are higher. By dollar cost averaging, the investor is always invested and will not be devastated by the losses that come with trying to time the market.
Stay Away from the “Psychics”

In your investing life, beware the analysts who claim they know the exact time to buy low or sell high. In retrospect everyone believes they would’ve been able to predict the highs and lows of the market, but in reality it is impossible. Trying to profit from timing the market will drive you nuts and always leave you regretting your decisions. Most investors will sell too early and miss out on bigger gains or will sell because stocks have fallen significantly, which is the absolute worst time to sell. Or, investors will often feel good about their investments when they are doing well and will as a consequence buy a lot more at the time where stocks are very high already and there is very little upside.

Dollar cost averaging gives you the necessary, patient discipline you need to stay in the market for the long term and through the ups and downs. How does this strategy help you buy more when prices are low and buy less when prices are high? Take this simple example.

Say a stock’s price is $10 today and you are buying $500 of stock a month in a dollar cost averaging strategy. So the first month you buy 50 shares of this stock. Let’s say next month the price has dropped to $5. Instead of getting pissed that the shares have fallen so much and cursing the world, the smart investor sees this as an opportunity to buy more stock at a discount. So, again you invest $500 in month 2 knowing that you are in for the long term, and you end up buying 100 shares. Let’s say in month 3 the price is still at $5 and you are buying 100 more shares. Finally in month 4 the price recovers and is now at a whopping $15.

Compare where’d you be if you had or hadn’t dollar cost averaged. With dollar cost averaging, you have 250 shares of stock now worth $15, and you are sitting pretty with some nice gains. Let’s say you didn’t use dollar cost averaging and you had invested all $1500 at once. You’d have only 150 shares, and when the price dropped to $5 you might’ve sold at the worst possible time, unable to stomach any more losses.
Remember: Don’t Try to Time the Market

While this might seem like an extreme example, you’d be surprised how often this happens to investors, which is the reason why many shun the market after being burned like this. Little do they know that a simple strategy such as dollar cost averaging reduces the possible downside and keeps you disciplined and invested long term.

If the price had instead gone up initially instead of down, yes investing all of it at the beginning might have been best in the short term for you now, but over many trades and years of investing, you’d find you’re getting burned more often then you are gaining. Plus, how would you know when to sell? No one is able to predict the future no matter how much convincing talk you may hear, and the true answer is no one knows.

That’s why it’s important to stay long term invested and taking some profits along the way, without getting greedy or attempting to sell at the highs or buy at the lows. Market timing will lead you to despair, and those who claim otherwise have yet to be burned by it but eventually will.

Time for Action: Buying Your First Stock

Now that I’ve showed you why to invest, how the stock market works, and the best investing strategy you can use, my next recommendation is getting your feet wet and taking the first step towards taking control of your future by buying your first stock.

The best online broker I can recommend for buying your first stock is TradeKing, and let me tell you why.

Firstly, this broker is one of the few that doesn’t have a minimum initial deposit when opening an investment account. Most investment brokers require at least $500 to deposit, which doesn’t help investors just
trying to start out. I mean **who wants to pay $500** when buying your first stock?

Plus, the site has such low fees for buying your first stock and your next stocks, charging only **$4.95** per trade compared to most at **$6.95** or **$9.95**.

TradeKing also ranked number 1 on comparebroker.com for accounts with no minimum and ranked number 2 on top 10 list online. I’ve made an easy picture guide to buy your first stock below. [Open a TradeKing account](#)

Please be aware that the process takes about 15 minutes to apply, and then 1-3 business days to get approved. Once that is completed, you are able to log in and buy your first stock!

Wealth building doesn’t happen overnight, so this is a good opportunity to practice that newfound patience. On the first page, scroll down to open an account:
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Hit the green “continue” button then fill out your information on the next page.

Next, fill out your Employment Information. Don’t worry, they will not be contacting your employer; they just need some sort of recourse to ensure you aren’t wasting their time.

The next page is just a survey, so TradeKing can assist you with the best suggestions.
The page after is important, in the sense that you don’t want to apply for margin. Investing with borrowed money is one of the worst things you can do in investing, this is how lives are destroyed and investment portfolios ruined. When the market crashes you need the patience to ride it through, but with margin accounts the broker may force repayment on big losses and force you to sell at the worst time, near the bottom when everyone else is freaking out. Just don’t invest with margin.

The final step has you reviewing terms and conditions then signing your name. When dating the form, do it exactly in this way 04/18/2013.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
You’ve finished entering your personal information. The hard part is over. Now we just need you to review and approve some terms and conditions.

The next step involves transferring funds into your account so you can buy stocks. Once your checking account is approved, which I recommend doing instead of through wire or check, then you can transfer money in and out of the investment account with ease. Click on the yellow arrow on the bottom right of the screen to continue.
Next, enter your banking information.

Now That You Have An Account, Buy a Stock in 4 Easy Steps

1. From the home page, highlight the “Trading” tab and then select Stocks/ETFs -> Regular Hours Trading.

For the last step, take a picture of your driver’s license and a voided check for your bank. Write down your 8-digit account number and include it in the picture as well.

Email the picture to the link provided and that’s it. In a few days you can be making your first stock purchase!

2. Next, fill out the information with the number of shares you want, the stock ticker, and also select Market for a regular buy.
3. Review the information and make sure you didn’t make any mistakes

4. That’s it! Congratulations, you’ve just bought your first stock.

I hope this quick picture guide was helpful and informative. I only recommend services that will help investors on their way to wealth in the best way.

Empower Yourself by Buying Just One Share

Once you have ownership of a stock, you gain a sense of empowerment and can truly understand that the market isn’t as foreign and forbidding as some might’ve thought. I do get paid for those who open an account through my affiliate link but provide the link for a greater cause than just the money.

I provide this eBook for free because I want many people who want to learn about investing in the stock market to have that ability. Not only would I recommend the information in this guide to an eager learner, but I’d also recommend this to a friend. As a friendly suggestion, you can start your stock career here: Open a TradeKing account.

Take a minute to create an account, then be sure to come back and continue the Investing for Beginners 101 guide for analyzing stocks.
Step 4/7: How to Calculate P/E Ratio: The Most Widely Used Valuation

For this part of Investing for Beginners 101, I’m going to help beginning investors do their own research in stocks and show how to calculate P/E ratio from a company’s 10-k annual report. This guide will have pictures and links to make it very easy to follow and learn the procedure.

In order to research companies and evaluate whether they are good stock buys, you really don’t need any special skills or education. In fact, if more people knew how to research stocks and took the time to do a little research on some companies, I think a lot of so-called experts and mutual fund managers would be out of work! Unfortunately, this hasn’t been the case and for whatever reason, individual stock picking has been frowned upon as reckless and risky. In reality, picking individual stocks leaves all the responsibility of your money on yourself, taboo for sure.

Reality: Only You Are Responsible

In a culture where it’s never your own fault and always someone else’s, no wonder the average investor flocks to mutual funds every year. If more people took responsibility for their own money and were willing to see their portfolios drop in value without selling at the worst possible time, there’d be happier and increasingly profitable investors. My hope is to see more investors educating themselves and making smart, disciplined stock picks with the long term in mind.

Arguably the first thing you should learn about individual stock picking is how to calculate P/E ratio from a company’s annual report. P/E ratio simply measures how much you are paying for a company’s earnings, the higher the ratio the more expensive the company.

A higher P/E ratio generally means a company is more popular and more people are buying this stock. P/E ratios vary based on industry
and based on market conditions, and you can tell when the market is **overvalued** because the average P/E ratio is **high**.

An average P/E ratio is about **17**, and I only look for companies who have a P/E **below 15**. Most fundamentalists agree that any P/E over 25 is too high, regardless of the industry or market condition. Stocks with high P/E ratios tend to have great stories and the most optimistic of futures but, as the stock becomes more and more overvalued, the bubble eventually pops and everyone who bought in when the company had a high P/E ratio loses money. The thing with buying these stocks with high P/E ratios is that there is no way to tell when the price of the stock will catch up with its valuations, meaning when the stock prices crash to normal levels. While you can make some nice short term gains from buying stocks like this, using this strategy regularly is essentially gambling and it is not an investment strategy I promote.

I buy companies with low P/E ratios for two reasons.

1. **Low P/E = company is potentially undervalued, trading at a low price**
2. **Low P/E = company most likely has high earnings**

If you look at various studies, there has been a proven correlation between low P/E ratio and above average returns. *What Works on Wall Street* by James O’Shaughnessy showed multiple back tests proving this, and also there have been articles on the Motley Fool website confirming the correlation.

**How To Calculate P/E Ratio**

To calculate P/E you take a company’s market cap and divide by their earnings. P/E means price to earnings ratio, and is simply:

\[
P/E = \frac{\text{Price}}{\text{Earnings}}
\]

To look up a company’s earnings from their annual report, go to this website: [SEC Filings](http://www.sec.gov). Type in the company’s ticker in the search bar, as an example I’m going to show how to
calculate the P/E ratio for Ford (F). Once the company is found, type 10-k in the filling type box.

Find the latest filing date and click on documents for the 10-k. From there, click on the .htm link for the 10-k, in this case the first line, as can be seen on the right.

**Note:** Sometimes the company doesn’t put their income statements on the “10-k” and instead will file it under exhibit 13. This is a rare case though and you will be able to quickly tell if a company did this after clicking on the 10-k .htm file.

Once you are in the 10-k do a “Ctrl-F” to search, and search for “consolidated balance”. Click through until you are looking at the company’s consolidated balance sheet; it looks something like this:

Now, we want to find the Consolidated Statement of Earnings. (Sometimes called Consolidated Statement of Income, sometimes called something completely different). Most of the time the Statement of Earnings is right above the Balance Sheet,
occasionally it’s below. Scroll up until you see the income sheet, and look for Net Income attributable to Ford Motor Company. In this case for 2012, you can see it’s **$5,665 million**. Now that we have the earning number, we want to calculate market cap.

You can Google a company’s market cap, which is updated regularly on most financial websites. If you want to be detail oriented like me, or be able to look up a company’s market cap for previous years, search the 10-k document for “shares outstanding”. Once you have the number of shares outstanding for 2012, simply multiply this by the share price to get the company’s market capitalization.

**Note:** You always want the Diluted number for shares outstanding, as it is more accurate (takes into account employee stock options).

So, once you have these values, simply take market cap/ earnings to calculate P/E ratio. For Ford, using today’s stock price of $13.36, we get a market capitalization of **$53.6 Billion**. Divide this by the earnings, $5.6 Billion, and the P/E is **9.46**. Auto makers tend to have a low P/E due to the industry, so compare to its competitors to see if the ratio is favorable.
Keep in mind that most P/E ratios you see on financial websites are calculating future earnings, based on projected numbers. Thus, these numbers can **fluctuate** greatly and quickly, which is one reason I like to use past earnings to calculate P/E ratio. I also like to average the past 3 years of earnings to make my calculations more accurate and with a longer term outlook. Depending on the rigor of the analysis, I’d also recommend calculating P/E ratio over an average of 7 years of earnings, as Ben Graham did in his book *The Intelligent Investor*.

**Real Example: P/E Ratio**

Answer to previous section: 6. For this next exercise, take into consideration the numbers for both of these companies in 2011 and calculate their P/E ratios. Also, for a bonus exercise use the Rule of 72 again to calculate how long it would take for your investment to double if considering these returns.

First thought, without knowing any numbers, would you rather own Netflix or Coinstar?

Let’s look at the numbers and make an educated decision based on the P/E ratio.

In 2011, Netflix (NFLX) had 54,369 shares outstanding and net earnings of $226,126. (numbers here in thousands). The average share price for Netflix in 2011 was $183.58.

In 2011, Coinstar (CSTR) had 31,869 shares outstanding and net earnings of $103,883. (numbers also in thousands). The average share price for CSTR in 2011 was $49.07.

At first glance Netflix may look more attractive because of the greater net earnings. This is why we have ratios, to give perspective to all the numbers thrown at us.

\[
\text{NFLX P/E} = \frac{54,369 \times 183.58}{226,126} = 44.14
\]

\[
\text{CSTR P/E} = \frac{31,869 \times 49.07}{103,883} = 15.05
\]

As P/E ratio shows, Coinstar is the better alternative here. CSTR is up 15%, NFLX is down -7.7% as of today (4/17/13).
Step 5/7: The Single Two Factors Most Correlated To Success

In the past 50 years, there have been two single ratios that have correlated most with stock market gains. Low P/B ratios and low P/S ratios have done far better than any single one parameter. As James O'Shaughnesssy proved in his book What Works on Wall Street, when these single ratios are implemented with various other strategies, the downside risk is greatly reduced, while positive gains are more commonly seen. Combine these ratios with the other categories of Investing for Beginners 101 to really see some results.

Low P/B and P/S Correlated to Success Because They Indicate a Potentially Undervalued Stock

A big reason why these ratios are so successful is because they both indicate if a stock becomes overvalued from the price part. As the P/B and P/S ratios become higher and higher, there are more people buying the stock and driving the price up, making it less valuable to a smart investor. Also, they are more reliable than P/E ratio because revenue and book value fluctuate much less than earnings do. Earnings and earnings per share can be easily manipulated by companies depending on accounting practices. In fact, there have been many instances where companies were caught manipulating their earnings after the fact - and it is more common than people realize. However, sales (revenue) and book value can’t be manipulated and this is another reason why these two ratios are so extremely useful and correlated to success.

Also, think about revenue. Revenue is not easily increased or decreased from year to year like earnings is. To increase earnings a company can quickly cut costs by firing workers. Revenue can only be increased through more sales. Or, a company with a successful product may have bad earnings one
year because it is using its profits to pay down debt. The P/S would tell the picture that the company is in better shape than the P/E might be telling at that time. A sufficient P/S is anything under 1, with a good one correlated to under 0.8. To calculate P/S, simply divide market cap by revenue.

\[
P/S = \frac{\text{market capitalization}}{\text{revenue}}
\]

The P/B ratio, compared to the P/E ratio that is only correlated to earnings, is a better way to determine the cheapness of a stock and is utilized in many conservative value investing strategies. The father of value investing, Ben Graham, popularized the use of P/B ratio and successfully amassed a fortune while teaching countless investors how to do the same.

**The Buy Low Strategy**

The basic premise behind buying stocks with low P/B ratios involves buying a company that is selling close to or below their book value, with the idea that you are buying a stock with very little downside because it has already been shunned by the market, hence its low P/B ratio. By coupling a low P/B ratio with the limitation of only companies with a strong balance sheet and a stable dividend, you ensure the purchase of great companies trading out of favor in the short term but with great upside potential in the long term. With this strategy, you also prevent overpaying for a company, which further decreases the possible downside. A true buy low, sell high strategy involves ignoring the critics and sifting around for good companies with low P/B ratios.

This strategy has been proven to be correlated to success, as you can see from the following. James O’Shaughnessy extensively researched many fundamental ratios and found that investing in the companies with the 50 lowest P/B ratios over a period of over 40 years would’ve given you the second highest portfolio compared to any other one single variable. When combined with other limitations to reduce risk, a low P/B ratio becomes an integral part of any good value investor’s portfolio.
To calculate P/B ratio, simply divide price by book value. A company’s book value is easily calculated from the consolidated balance sheet, and equals total assets minus total liabilities. Book Value can be seen to be correlated with stability because it measures how much a company’s assets cover their liabilities. To find the consolidated balance sheet, search for it in the company’s 10-k as demonstrated in the How to Calculate P/E Ratio link below. An example of Apple’s ($AAPL) balance sheet is shown below (in millions):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASSETS</th>
<th>September 30, 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cash and cash equivalents</td>
<td>$18,746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receivables, net</td>
<td>18,333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventories</td>
<td>18,904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property, plant, and equipment, net</td>
<td>18,472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total current assets</td>
<td>$118,473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term investments</td>
<td>18,472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term receivables, net</td>
<td>18,472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total assets</td>
<td>$176,064</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Liabilities = $57,854 So, book value = $176,064 – $57,854 = $118,210

The price part of the formula comes from the market capitalization, calculated the same way as shown in How to Calculate P/E Ratio. So, again price to book value is calculated like this:

**P/B = Market cap/ book value = Market cap/ (total assets – total liabilities)**

For the example, Apple’s market cap is (945,355 shares) * (market price of $452.08) = $427.3 billion. So, their P/B ratio in this case is 427.3/ 118.2 = 3.6 and the stock is therefore still quite a high valuation.

**Take a Break, and then Push On!**

With 5 of the 7 categories completed by this point, the information may seem overwhelming and a little intimidating. If you have made it this far, I must commend you and I know you have what it takes to become a good investor. Really all you need is a desire to educate yourself, and by making it this far
you have more than proved this fact. It is the reason why I urge you not to stop here. With only 2 steps left to go, it may be easy to think you’ve learned enough and in it lies a true danger. The danger that you’ve stumbled upon this guide, only to not utilize it to fully benefit yourself.

I urge you to take a break at this point if you feel fatigued, and just bookmark the page and continue when you are ready. If you are taking notes and attempting these exercises as we go along, only then will you learn and retain the information. You must have full attention and feel rested to complete through the rest of this guide and have it benefit you as much as it potentially can. So please, take a break and then push on through the rest of the guide. I know it will be worthwhile for you in your quest to long term wealth.

Real Example: P/B Ratio

Again we are going to look at Apple, and also Barnes and Noble, which both have retail stores that can be found in any mall. How do you know which to pick? It’s a little more complicated than which store is busiest during holiday season, and let me show you why.

In 2012, Barnes and Noble (BKS) had 57,337 shares outstanding and shareholder’s equity of $747,657 (numbers here in thousands). The average share price for BKS in 2012 was $15.20.

BKS P/B = \( \frac{57,337 \times 15.20}{747,657} \)
BKS P/B = 1.16

In 2012, Apple (AAPL) had 945 shares outstanding and shareholder’s equity of $118,210 (numbers here in millions). The average share price for AAPL in 2012 was $529.65.

AAPL P/B = \( \frac{945 \times 529.65}{118,210} \)
AAPL P/B = 4.23

A P/B analysis in 2012 would have proven that Apple was expensive while Barnes and Noble was cheap, and buying BKS then would have given you a gain of 11.7% today (4/19/13). You would’ve avoided a -26.2% loss in AAPL.
While it’s true that buying Apple stock in 2012 would’ve been a really bad move, please realize that stock analysis is dependent on time and price. Just because a stock was a bad play in the past doesn’t make it a bad play in the future. In fact, some of the best stock picks come from stocks that have been hammered and abandoned by the public.

By using the valuations in this eBook, you will be able to understand when a stock becomes favorable again. If we continue to see Apple’s stock price deteriorate and as a result the P/B ratio fall to acceptable levels, then Apple could be reexamined as a good play. As long as the other valuations indicate a sound company, (which they do) then once the P/B becomes acceptable than Apple could be poised for a comeback.

It’s so important to remember that we want to see acceptable levels in all 7 categories before buying a stock. As you can see from the example, even just one bad valuation can result in losses for the investor. With over 10,000 stocks to choose from, we must be very selective in our stock picking process in order to limit the downside risk.

Real Example: P/S Ratio

In the apparel textile industry I again present two stocks, Coach (COH) and the much less sexy Sketchers (SKX).

In 2012, Coach (COH) had 294,129 shares outstanding and revenue of $4,763,180 (numbers here in thousands). The average share price for Coach in 2012 was $62.70.

In 2012, Sketchers (SKX) had 49,942 shares outstanding and revenue of $1,560,321 (numbers also in thousands). The average share price for SKX in 2012 was $16.79.

COH P/S=(294,129 x $62.70) / ($4,763,180)
COH P/S= 3.87
SKX P/S=(49,942 x $16.79) / ($1,560,321)
SKX P/S= 0.53

SKX has gained 28.8%, COH has lost -18.3%. The numbers don’t lie; need I say more?
Step 6/7: Cashing In With a Dividend is a Necessity

Welcome to Step 6 of this comprehensive guide. First and foremost, I explain why a dividend is so important to investors, then I explain how much of a dividend a company should pay, and then move on to other parameters. This section covers a lot of important ground and each of these parameters diversifies your stock picking requirements to reduce risk.

Simply put, this step makes sure that the entire picture of the stock looks good. As with all parameters examined in the stock picking process, each category should be regarded with equal weight.

A Dividend Creates Compounding Interest

The first parameter we want to examine is the dividend yield of a company. This aspect is important because a good investment is constantly returning cash to the shareholders. Receiving a dividend and reinvesting that dividend is so crucial for you in utilizing the power of compounding interest. Dividends are guaranteed return on investment, and as I’ve said before I never suggest buying a stock that pays no dividend. A healthy dividend yield and dividend payout reflects a company that is using excess cash efficiently. It’s really as simple as that, but it is also very important. That being said, let me show you how to calculate these parameters.

Dividend yield is quite easy to calculate, and will often be explicitly stated next to a stocks price as a %. For those who are more ambitious and want to be able to accurately calculate this % at all times, just divide dividends the company paid for the year by the current share price.

Dividend yield % = dividend/share price

The only hard part about this is finding the information. You can quickly Google this to
find it out, however if you are researching years prior it’s really good to know how to extract this from the 10-k annual report. Here’s what I do: Once you have the annual report document open; hit Ctrl+F to search for “dividends”. You can also search “quarter” or “quarterly” to see the dividends paid along with share price numbers for each quarter of the year you are looking at. Sometimes the dividend paid is included in the statement of income, which helps out if you are filling out spreadsheets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reinvested Earnings (Accumulated Deficit)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Balance at beginning of year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net income attributable to Verizon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dividends</strong> declared ($2.03, $1.975, $1.925) per share</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance at end of year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next we want to know dividend payout %. If a company had too high of a %, this could indicate a company being irresponsible. It also commonly warns of a company in trouble who is trying to hide its balance sheet failures by still paying high dividends.

On the surface the company may still seem to be in good shape, but a prudent investor who has done his/her due diligence will be able to identify this by use of the payout ratio. To calculate this, take the dividend paid for the year divided by the company’s EPS (earnings per share found in the statement of income).

**Payout ratio % = dividend / EPS**

The next parameter to consider is price to cash (or P/C) ratio. This ratio reflects the profitability of a company and their ability to generate cash. Basically by buying a company with a low P/C ratio, you are getting access to their cash flow at a low price. A stock with a P/C of 10 means you are paying $10 for $1 of cash generated.

Over time, a ratio of 10 or lower will usually pay the investor great dividends, both literally and metaphorically. Many well respected investing figures swear by the price to cash ratio, notably Warren Buffett and Porter Stansberry.
The ability for a company to convert profits into cash is absolutely essential, and is uncovered by the P/C ratio. To derive this ratio, simply divide a company’s market capitalization by their net cash at end of year.

**P/C = market cap/ net cash**

To find the net cash at end of year, scroll down to statement of cash flows in the 10-k annual report. This section can be found directly below either the balance sheet or statement of income.

Near the bottom of the page lies the net cash numbers, organized by year.

### In picture: Net cash numbers for 2010-2012

---

**Earnings: Don’t Get Pulled In but Be Aware**

Last but not least is the parameter of earnings growth. Earnings are the name of the game for most investors, and therefore can’t be ignored. While earnings can be manipulated and don’t show the whole picture, they are useful for discovering momentum. High earnings usually correlate with a high stock price.

Popularized by mutual fund phenomenon Peter Lynch in his bestselling book *Beating the Street*, so called growth investors’ primary focus is earnings growth. And because it is so widely **popular**, the type of stocks with good earnings growth can be **volatile**, as minor changes in growth can cause major upswings or downswings because of the multitude of investors focusing so intently on growth.

For example, a highflying stock with stellar growth may see its growth slow down, and in turn many growth investors might see this as...
unfavorable and their selling could drive the stock low very quickly. Because of this volatility, earnings growth becomes only one part of my investing strategy instead of the whole focus. A good long term plan won’t be adversely affected by such short term swings.

Earnings growth percentage is calculated by subtracting the previous year’s earnings from current year earnings and dividing by previous year’s earnings; then multiplying this quotient by 100 to get the percentage.

**Earnings growth =100* (Current earnings – last year’s earnings) / last year’s earnings**

To increase accuracy and get a better feel for how much a company is growing over a longer time period, average the earnings growth percentage over the 3 most recent years. For example, if earnings growth for a company was:

2012 2.4%  2011 4.6%  2010 3%

Then the average earnings growth for the company is (2.4+4.6+3)/3 = 3.33%. A good earnings growth is around 3%, and indicates a stock with possibly a very bright future.

Make sure to catch the last and final step to Investing for Beginners 101. The topic covered is the BEST way to avoid risk, how this ratio prevents catastrophic losses and then the final step to putting it all together to make precise buy and sell decisions.

**Real Example: P/C Ratio**

Let’s look at 2 oil giants in 2010 for a good representation of P/C ratio, Chevron (CVX) and Occidental Petroleum (OXY).

In 2010, Chevron (CVX) had 2,007 shares outstanding and net cash at end of year at $14,060 (numbers here in millions). The average share price for Chevron in 2010 was $79.61.

What about one of their competitors, OXY? In 2010, Occidental Petroleum had 812 shares
outstanding and net cash at end of year at $2,578 (numbers here in millions). The average share price for OXY in 2010 was $85.63.

CVX P/C = (2,007 x $79.61) / ($14,060)
CVX P/C= 11.36

OXY P/C= (812 x $85.63) / ($2,578)
OXY P/C= 26.97

A difference of 15 in the P/C ratio may not seem like much on the surface, but in fact the difference is great. Any stock with a P/C ratio over 20 is both overvalued and potentially dangerous, as it signals a company with cashflow problems. You generally want P/C ratios hovering around 10, steering clear of those hovering around 20 or more.

The results in this example show a 45.5% gain in CVX, and a -7% loss in OXY. Much strength can be found in companies with cash, and thus there are 2 categories dedicated to the subject. The next parameter in determining this strength is in the dividend.

Real Example: Dividend Yield and Payout

For this next example we are going to look at 2 stocks that have increased their dividend for more than 50 years in a row. While these companies are long established and have outstanding long term track records, this factor alone doesn’t constitute a good buy. Just because a company has a history of increasing stock prices and dividends does not mean a blind buy and hold strategy will be profitable.

In 2012, 3M (MMM) had a cash dividend of $2.36 per share, average share price of $88.72, and EPS of $6.32.

In 2012, Diebold (DBD) had a cash dividend of $1.14 per share, average share price of $35.29, and EPS of $1.23.

How can we use this information effectively? Let’s first calculate dividend yield %, then look at payout ratio to determine sustainability.
Div. yield MMM = $(2.36) / $(88.72)
Div. yield MMM = 2.6%

Div. yield DBD = $(1.14) / $(35.29)
Div. yield DBD = 3.2%

From this DBD initially looks more attractive. However, we can’t look only at yield to decide which stock to purchase.

Payout Ratio MMM = $(2.36) / $(6.32)
Payout Ratio MMM = 37.3%

Payout Ratio DBD = $(1.14) / $(1.23)
Payout Ratio DBD = 92.6%

As we can see from the calculations Diebold’s dividend is unsustainable at these levels. 3M’s dividend is much healthier, as it is below 40%. As a result, 3M’s stock price has seen a gain of 19% since 2012. Meanwhile, DBD has lost -17% as of today (4/21/13).

**Real Example: Average Earnings Growth**

With plenty of companies showing earnings growth year after year, there is no reason to gamble with negative growth. Instead, wait for a company to prove it has made a comeback, and only the numbers can truly identify such a time.

The average stock price for RadioShack (RSH) in 2010 was $20.85. Earnings numbers for the years 2007-2010 for RSH looked like this:

- 2010 RSH $206.1
- 2009 RSH $205
- 2008 RSH $189.4
- 2007 RSH $236.8

At the same time, competitor Walmart (WMT) had an average stock price of $50.72. Earnings numbers for 2007-2010:

- 2010 WMT $14,355
- 2009 WMT $13,400
- 2008 WMT $12,731
- 2007 WMT $11,284

The growth numbers for RSH were 0.5%, 8.2%, and -20%. Average growth = -3.7%
The growth numbers for WMT were 7%, 5.2%, and 12.8%. Average growth = 8.3%

Since 2010, WMT has gained 54.3% while RSH has lost -85%. Growth numbers matter.
The Best Way to Avoid Risk, and Putting it all Together!

Congratulations on making it to the final step of *Investing for Beginners 101*! I’ve done my best to save the best for last, but each part of this guide is equally important and I encourage those who have skipped sections to go back and read what was missed.

In this final step, you will learn what I’ve found to be the best way to discover and avoid risk to save yourself from catastrophic losses. Through many back tests for my Value Trap Indicator dating back to 1994, I’ve found a common characteristic in companies about to experience substantial stock price drops or bankruptcy. These companies would consistently score above 1,000 on my Value Trap Indicator, triggering a strong sell in my system before the stock price greatly deteriorated.

The common characteristic I discovered was too much debt when compared to shareholder’s equity.

### Avoid Risk by Avoiding Debt

Debt to equity is a common measure of risk in investing. If you think about it, it makes sense too. A person more likely to become bankrupt is one with too much debt, and the same is true for companies.

If the company considered doesn’t have enough assets to cover their liabilities, or shareholder equity, then they have debt to equity ratios that skyrocket to the sky. Financial companies like banks have extremely high debt to equity ratios compared to other industries because of the nature of their business, but in my opinion you can still use debt to equity ratio to determine their risk as well. For a normal company, you want to see a debt to equity ratio that is at least **below 1**. For financial companies, a number **below 10** is best to avoid risk.

A company like Lehman Brothers had a debt to equity ratio of 60 right before their...
bankruptcy, and my Value Trap Indicator would’ve triggered a **strong sell** signal to prevent investors from losing their shirts at that time. Many investors overlook the debt to equity ratio and in turn become shocked at seeing staggering portfolio losses, which is why I’ve saved this ratio as the last and most important one. Now that I’ve uncovered its importance, it’s time to show how to calculate debt to equity ratio.

There are two ways to calculate debt to equity ratio, using total liabilities or looking at only long term debt.

It’s important to consider total liabilities instead of only long term debt because a company should be able to cover all their total liabilities with their total assets in case of a financial struggle. Also, a company with less total liabilities is obviously in a favorable financial condition and this must be accounted for. Debt to equity ratio is the total liabilities divided by shareholder’s equity, which is total assets minus total liabilities. The lower the ratio, the more likely to avoid risk.

Take a look at Citigroup’s balance sheet:

As can be seen from the picture above, Citigroup (C) had a debt to equity ratio of $1,673,663/ $189,049 = 8.85. This number is under 10, which is in the preferred range for financial companies to avoid risk.

**Debt to equity = total liabilities / shareholder’s equity = total liabilities / (total assets minus total liabilities)**

With this final lesson, I’ve equipped all my readers with the tools they need to get started investing in the stock market. You know how to avoid risk, calculate important ratios, and dollar cost average. I hope you’ve enjoyed
Investing for Beginners 101, as I’ve enjoyed sharing what I know and have learned through various sources. I strongly recommend to my readers to take the next step and apply what they have learned to make specific stock selections starting as soon as possible. To quantify this stock picking format into an easy to follow method, I’ve formulated my Value Trap Indicator to explicitly state whether a stock is a buy or not. Using the 7 steps of this Investing for Beginners 101 guide, my Value Trap Indicator assigns any stock a number, with a strong buy being 0-100, a buy being 101-125, and a strong sell being larger than 800. My Value Trap Indicator showed an 800+ score for both Lehman Brothers and Circuit City the year right before their bankruptcies.

I’ve also performed multiple back tests in which my Value Trap Indicator greatly outperformed the S&P 500, by buying stocks near their lows and selling stocks with bad financials and also near their highs. I present the method completely in my eBook, which is available soon; complete with back tests and free excel spreadsheets that perform the calculations for you based on numbers you input from the 10-k annual report. I’ve clearly shown where these numbers can be found in each step of my guide, and I am extremely confident that the money you spend on the eBook will pay for itself multiple times over. If for whatever reason you are unsatisfied in the first 30 days, I will refund your money completely! That’s how good I feel about this discovery I’ve made. I know it can help any investor at any skill level. Being an electrical engineer, numbers are my passion and it took much tweaking and playing with the numbers until I formulated the perfect indicator for buying and selling stocks. I urge you to try it.

Example: Debt to Equity

For this final example, we will examine two more financial companies and determine which stock is the safer choice. In 2011, MF Global Holdings (MFGLQ) had total liabilities of $39,037,258 and shareholder’s equity of $1,373,731. The average share price for MFGLQ was $7.56.
In 2011, Citigroup ($C) had total liabilities of $1,694,305 and shareholders’ equity of $179,573. The average share price for Citigroup for 2011 was $37.20.

Just as a reminder to you, we want a debt to equity ratio below 10 for financial companies and banks and a debt to equity ratio below 1 for all other companies.

Debt to eq. C = ($1,694,305) / ($179,573)
Debt to eq. C = 9.4
D/eq. MFGLQ = ($39,037,258) / ($1,373,731)
D/eq. MFGLQ = 28.4

As we can see from the results, MF Global Holdings was extremely overleveraged in 2011. Consequently, the company went out of business the next year. At the same time, a company like Citigroup with a healthy debt to equity ratio remained intact and saw stock price appreciation.

As of today (4/22/13), Citigroup has gained 21% while shareholders in MFGLQ have lost everything (-100%).

7 Rules to Invest By
1. Don’t buy any stock with negative earnings for the year
2. Don’t buy a stock not paying a dividend
3. Remember you are a long term investor
4. Don’t sell a stock that you haven’t owned for more than a year
5. Don’t sell a stock just because it has gone down in price
6. Sell a stock that no longer has good ratios
7. Remember, mistakes are part of learning
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